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Off To A Great Start
In your youth, the future seems really bright and exciting, without
a worry of a possible turn of tide. But if the tide does change, it’s
worth planning for the unexpected.

At this stage of your life, you are probably the healthiest, which
translates to very affordable premiums. And since you would’ve
just started working, you can start off with an insurance plan that
provides coverage for Critical Illnesses.
The HLA
CI is an ideal plan for those who want an insurance plan
without a high commitment. The plan provides protection against 10
major Critical Illnesses by paying you 100% of the basic sum assured
upon diagnosis.
Signing-up for the HLA
CI is a breeze as there are no complicated
medical check-ups required. Just answer a simple health questionnaire
and you are good to go. Even better, the plan can be automatically
renewed for another 10 years without underwriting, for up to two
times.

KEY BENEFITS
01

Get INSTANT REWARDS up to 35,000 POINTS
and STAY ACTIVE for WEEKLY REWARDS

Earn more points to redeem a FITNESS
TRACKER* or fast-track by topping up cash

03

Get protection against
10 MAJOR CRITICAL ILLNESSES
For just RM3.30 per day,
receive up to RM1 MILLION coverage

•

05

02

04

Guaranteed NO PREMIUM INCREASE
for 10 YEARS!

Covers 10 Critical Illnesses
In the event you are diagnosed with any one of the Critical Illnesses below, 100% of Basic Sum Assured
will be given to you to manage the spiralling medical costs and other expenses involved in your road
to recovery, giving you and your family peace of mind.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Heart Attack
Cancer
Coronary Artery By-Pass Surgery
Cardiomyopathy
Heart Valve Surgery

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Primary Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension
Serious Coronary Artery Disease
Surgery to Aorta
Stroke
Alzheimer’s Disease / Severe Dementia

* Fitness Tracker and rewards redemption are subject to availability of sufficient points

HLA
Stay active and get instantly rewarded with the HLA

app when you sign up for HLA

CI plan!

app, which is connected to your fitness
All you have to do is to download and activate the HLA
tracker. The HLA
app then starts keeping track of your daily activities as you walk and run, as well
as your heart rate and sleeping patterns. This biological information stored in the HLA
app’s engine
will then calculate and chart your biological age.
The more active you are, the lower your biological age, the more points you can accumulate to bag
exciting rewards, on a weekly basis! It’s as simple as that!

HOW IT WORKS
SIGN-UP
» Sign up for HLA
CI!
» Get Instant Rewards of up to 35,000 Points!

TRACK
»
»
»
»

Download and activate the HLA
app.
Simply connect HLA
to your fitness tracker or app.
Stay active and track your daily activities.
app calculates and charts your biological age.
HLA

REWARD
» Stay active, lower your biological age and earn more points!
» Redeem a Fitness Tracker* with your points or fast-track by topping up cash.
Check out our
Rewards on the HLA
app for fitness tracker redemption
and more exciting rewards!

* Fitness Tracker and rewards redemption are subject to availability of sufficient points

FREQUENTLY
ASKED QUESTIONS
Eligibility:
Entry age of the Life Assured

Minimum : 20 years old
Maximum : 60 years old

Basic Sum Assured

Depends on entry age and gender

Annualised Premium

RM1,200

Payment Frequency

Annual, Semi-Annual, Quarterly & Monthly

Policy Term

10 years

IMPORTANT:
This leaflet is for general information only and is not intended to be construed as a contract of insurance. Please
refer to the Product Disclosure Sheet before purchasing the policy and to the policy contract for specific terms,
conditions, and exclusions of coverage. Do note that the information contained in the leaflet may change
without prior notice.
This insurance plan is underwritten by Hong Leong Assurance Berhad.
Hong Leong Assurance Berhad is licensed under the Financial Services Act 2013 and regulated by Bank Negara
Malaysia.
For further information, call your friendly HLA agent today:

HLA/Agency/HLA
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